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520.01 DEFINITIONS. Subdivision 1. Unless the language or context clearly 
indicates that different meaning is intended, the following words, terms, and 
phrases, for the purposes of this act, shall be given the meanings subjoined to them. 

Subd. 2. "Bank" includes any person or association of persons, whether incor
porated or not, carrying on the business of banking. 

Subd. 3. "Fiduciary" includes a trustee under any trust, expressed, implied, 
resulting or constructive, executor, administrator, guardian, conservator, curator, 
receiver, t rustee in bankruptcy, assignee for the benefit of creditors, partner, agent, 
officer of any corporation public or private, public officer, or any other person acting 
in a fiduciary capacity for any person, trust, or estate. 

Subd. 4. "Person" includes a corporation, partnership, or other association, or 
two or more persons having a joint or common interest. 

Subd. 5. "Principal" includes any person to whom a fiduciary as such owes an 
obligation. 

Subd. 6. A thing is done "in good faith" when it is done honestly, whether it be 
done negligently or not. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 11 
520.02 APPLICATION OF PAYMENTS MADE TO F n j U C I A R m S . A person 

who in good faith pays or transfers to a fiduciary any money or other property 
which the fiduciary as such is authorized to receive, is not responsible for the proper 
application thereof by the fiduciary; and any right or title acquired from the 
fiduciary in consideration of such payment or transfer is not invalid in consequence 
of a misapplication by the fiduciary. 

1191,5 o. 202 S. 2] 
520.03 REGISTRATION OF TRANSFER OF SECURITEES HELD BY FIDUCI

ARIES. If a fiduciary in whose name are registered.any shares of stock, bonds, or 
other securities of any corporation, public or private, or company or other associa
tion, or of any trust, transfers the same, such corporation or company or other 
association, or any of the managers of the trust, or its or their transfer agent, is not 
bound to inquire whether the fiduciary is committing a breach of his obligation as 
fiduciary in making the transfer, or to see to the performance of the fiduciary obli
gation, and is liable for registering such transfer only where registration of the 
transfer is made with actual 'knowledge that the fiduciary is committing a breach 
of his obligation as fiduciary in making the transfer, or with knowledge of such 
facts that the action in registering the transfer amounts to bad faith. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. SI 

520.04 TRANSFER OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT BY FIDUCIARY. If 
any negotiable instrument payable or endorsed to a fiduciary as such is endorsed by 
the fiduciary, or if any negotiable instrument payable or endorsed to his principal is 
endorsed by a fiduciary empowered to endorse such instrument on behalf of his 
principal, the endorsee is not bound to inquire whether the fiduciary is committing 
a breach of his obligation as fiduciary in endorsing or delivering the instrument, and 
is not chargeable with notice tha t the fiduciary is committing a breach of his obliga-
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tion as fiduciary unless he takes the instrument with actual knowledge of such 
breach or with knowledge of such facts that his action in taking the instrument 
amounts to bad faith. If such instrument is transferred by the fiduciary in payment 
of or as security for a personal debt of the fiduciary to the actual knowledge of the 
creditor, or.is transferred in any transaction known by the transferee to be for the 
personal benefit of the fiduciary, the creditor or other transferee is liable to the 
principal if the fiduciary in fact commits a breach of his obligation as fiduciary in 
transferring the instrument. . 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 41 

520.05 CHECK DRAWN BY FDDUCIARY PAYABLE TO THIRD PERSON. If 
a check or other bill of exchange is drawn by a fiduciary as such, or in the name of 
his principal by a fiduciary empowered to draw such instrument in the name of his 
principal, the payee is not bound to inquire whether the fiduciary is committing a 
breach of his obligation as fiduciary in drawing or delivering the instrument, and 
is not chargeable with notice that the fiduciary is committing a breach of his obliga
tion as fiduciary unless he takes the instrument with actual knowledge of such 
breach or with knowledge of such facts that his action in taking the instrument 
amounts to bad faith. If such instrument is payable to a personal creditor of the 
fiduciary and delivered to the creditor in payment of or as security for a personal 
debt of the fiduciary to the actual knowledge of the creditor, or is drawn and de
livered in any transaction known by the payee to be for the personal benefit of the 
fiduciary, the creditor or other payee is liable to the principal if the fiduciary in 
fact commits a breach of his obligation as fiduciary in drawing or delivering the 
instrument. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 51 
520.06 CHECK DRAWN BY AND PAYABLE TO FIDUCIARY. If a check or 

other bill of exchange is drawn by a fiduciary as such or in the name of his principal 
by a fiduciary empowered to draw such instrument in the name of his principal, 
payable to the fiduciary .personally, or payable to a third person and by him trans
ferred to the fiduciary, and is thereafter transferred by the fiduciary, whether in 
payment of a personal debt of the fiduciary or otherwise, the transferee is not 
bound to inquire whether the fiduciary is committing a breach of his obligation as 
fiduciary in transferring the instrument, and is not chargeable with notice that 
the fiduciary is committing a breach of his obligation as fiduciary unless he takes 
the instrument with actual knowledge of such breach or with knowledge of such 
facts that his action in taking the instrument amounts to bad faith. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 61 . 

520.07 DEPOSIT IN NAME OF FIDUCIARY AS SUCH. If a deposit is made 
in a bank to the credit of a fiduciary as such, the bank is authorized to pay the 

, amount of the deposit or any part thereof upon the check of the fiduciary, signed 
with the name in which such deposit is entered, without being liable to .the principal, 
unless the bank pays the check with actual knowledge that ' the fiduciary is com
mitting a breach of his obligation as fiduciary in drawing the check or with knowl
edge of such facts that its 'action in paying the check amounts to bad faith. If such 
a check is payable to the drawee bank and is delivered to it in payment of or as 
security for a personal debt of the fiduciary to it, the bank is liable to the principal 
if the fiduciary in fact commits a breach of his obligation as fiduciary in drawing or 
delivering the check'. 

[191,5 c. 202 s. 7] 

520.08 DEPOSIT IN NAME OF PRINCIPAL. If a check is drawn upon the 
account of his principal in a bank by a fiduciary who is empowered to draw checks 
upon his principal's account, the bank is authorized to pay such check without being 
liable to the principal, unless the bank pays the check with actual knowledge that 
the fiduciary is committing, a breach of his obligation as fiduciary in drawing such 
check, or with knowledge of such facts tha*t its action in paying the check amounts 
to bad faith. If such a check is payable to the drawee bank and is delivered to it in 
payment of or as security for a personal debt of the fiduciary to it, the bank is 
liable to the principal if the fiduciary in fact commits a breach of his obligation as 
fiduciary in drawing or delivering the check. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 81 

520.09 DEPOSIT IN FIDUCIARY'S PERSONAL ACCOUNT. If a fiduciary 
makes a deposit in a bank to his personal credit of checks drawn by him upon an 
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account in his own name as fiduciary, or of checks payable to him as fiduciary, or 
of checks drawn by him upon an account in the name of his principal if he is 
empowered to draw checks thereon, or of checks payable to his principal and. 
endorsed by him, if he is empowered to endorse such checks, or if he otherwise 
makes a deposit of funds held by him as fiduciary, the bank receiving such deposit 
is not bound to inquire whether the fiduciary is committing thereby a breach of his 
obligation as fiduciary; and the bank is authorized to pay the amount of the deposit 
or any part thereof upon the personal check of the fiduciary without being liable 
to the principal, unless the bank receives the deposit or pays the check with actual 
knowledge that the fiduciary is committing a breach of his obligation as fiduciary 
in making such deposit or in drawing such check, or with knowledge of such facts 
that its action in receiving the deposit or paying the check amounts to bad faith. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 9] 

520.10 DEPOSIT IN NAMES OF TWO OR MORE TRUSTEES. When a deposit 
is made in a bank in the name of two or more persons as trustees and a check is 
drawn upon the t rust account by any trustee or trustees authorized by the other 
trustee or trustees to draw checks upon the t rust account, neither the payee nor 
other holder nor the bank is bound to inquire whether it is a breach of t rus t to 
authorize such trustee or trustees to draw checks upon the t rus t account, and is not 
liable unless the circumstances be such that the action of the payee or other holder 
or the bank amounts to bad faith. 

[1945 c. 202 s. 101 

520.11 NOT RETROACTIVE. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply 
to transactions taking place prior to the time when Laws 1945, Chapter 202, takes 
effect. 

1191,5 c. 202 s. 11] 

520.12 CASES NOT PROVIDED FOR IN CHAPTER. . In any case not provided 
• for in this chapter the rules of law and equity including the law merchant and 
those rules of law and equity relating to trusts, agency, negotiable instruments, and 
banking, shall continue to apply. 

[191,5 C. 202 S. 12] 

520.13 CITATION. This chapter may be cited as the Uniform Fiduciaries Act 
[191,5 c. 202 s. 13] 
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